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Putting a Bad Conscience to Good Use
Rabbi Dr. Norman Lamm z”l (Originally delivered October 29, 1966)

The story of the Akeda, which we read this morning, 
is, together with the revelation at Sinai, the central 
event in Jewish history and religion. One of the 

most remarkable aspects of this episode is the one word by 
which Abrham accepts upon himself this historic trial and its 
mental agonies and spiritual sufferings. God called to him, 
“Abraham!” and, in magnificent simplicity, the response is 
forthcoming: Hinneni, “Behold, here I am,” or, “I am ready.”

One of the commentators, R. Abraham b. Rambam--
-the only son of Maimonides-- emphasizes the quality of 
this response by contrasting it to that of Adam. He writes, 
mah rav ha-hilluk, “How great the difference,” bein maamaro 
hinneni, u-maamar zikno Adam va-ira ki erom anokhi va-ahavei, 
between Abraham who answered the Divine call with the 
word hinneni, and Adam who, when God called out to him, 
“Where are thou?” answered, “I saw that I was naked so I hid.”

Now, this comparison is somewhat disturbing. The 
answer of Adam, is, after all, the response of a human being 
pursued by God who demands an explanation for a terrible 
failure, whereas Abraham’s response is to a Divine call 
not necessarily connected with any human offense. Is this 
not, then an individual comparison? Is not Abraham great 
enough in his own right and without seeking to enhance his 
reputation at the expense of his grandfather Adam?

The answer I wish to offer is one which, I believe, not only 
justifies the comment of R. Abraham b. Rambam, but has the 
widest ramifications both for a proper understanding of the 
Bible and for our own lives. This answer is that both--Adam 
and Abraham-- were, in a sense, being reprimanded!

The story of the Akedah begins with the words va-yehi 
ahar ha-devarim ha-eleh, “and it came to pass after these 
things.” What things? asked the Rabbis. In their answer 
they indicate that the words of the Bible imply some severe 
introspection. Ahar hirhurei devarim shehayu sham; the 

Akedah took place after deep meditation and self-analysis by 
Abraham. Abraham, according to the Rabbis, was troubled. 
He had a bad conscience which caused these hirhurei 
devarim, these introspective sessions. The Akedah was a kind 
of punishment, it was brought on by Abraham’s errors.

Whatever occasioned Abraham’s troubled conscience, it 
was responsible for the Akeda episode. So that the divine 
call to Abraham was a conscience- call. What R. Abraham 
b. Rambam meant, then, was that both Adam and Abraham 
responded to the call of a bad conscience-- Adam for the 
eating of the forbidden fruit, and Abraham for his omissions 
at the mishteh gadol-- but: that is where the comparison ends. 
When it came time to the responses of these two individuals: 
mah rav ha-hilluk, how great the difference!

When Adam sinned and heard God calling him, he said 
et kolekha shamati ba-gan, “I heard Thy voice in the garden”; 
in the underbrush of his mind there takes place a rustling 
of a primitive conscience. Va-ira ki erom anokhi, there is a 
sudden awareness of his nakedness, of shame and disgrace; 
and so what does he do? --va-ehavei, he withdraws, hides 
himself, denies that he ever did anything wrong, he runs 
away and, when confronted by God, he blames his wife or 
the serpent…

How different is Abraham! God calls him and his 
response is: Hinneni, “Here I am!” I am willing to harness 
my bad conscience to a good use. I am ready to go through 
an akedah, to overcome the past by creative achievement 
in the future, teaching the world the real meaning of faith 
and the lengths to which one must go in order to uphold 
it. Rashi tells us of that word hinneni that it implies leshon 
anavah, leshon zimmun-- it is the language of both meekness 
and preparedness. Indeed so, it is the language of anavah or 
meekness because it reveals a bad conscience; and it is the 
language of zimmun or preparedness, because Abraham is 
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ready to do something about it: he is ready to take the bad 
conscience and make good use of it.

So the difference between Adam and Abraham is in what 
to do with a bad conscience: whether to hide or to use it. 
And mah rav ha-hilluk, what a difference there is between 
them! A bad conscience irritates the mind and the heart, 
until that bad conscience is either repressed or converted 
into something creative and constructive. It is much like the 
grain of sand that is either expelled by the oyster from under 
its shell, or transformed into a shiny and precious pearl.

This example of Abraham has been repeated at chosen 
moments throughout history. The Nobel prizes which 
were awarded this past week or two are such an example. 
Noble is a man who gave a fortune for awards to those 
who contribute to the advancement of peace in the world. 
Why did he do this? --it was an effort to overcome his bad 
conscience for having created dynamite and made war 
more destructive. Many of the greatest Torah scholars in 
our history were people who brought to their spiritual and 
intellectual endeavors a special passion that arose from the 
knowledge of having strayed in their youth.

The same holds true for philanthropy. I knew a man, 
out of town, who was very generous in his endowments of 
various communal institutions. As so often happens, others 
did not begrudge him this mitzvah. They pointed to certain 
incidents in his past which were not luminous examples of 
all the great virtues. What should be the Jewish reaction? 
It should be: marvelous! God bless that man! The greatest 
communal institutions were built by people who knew 
how to use a bad conscience and convert it to good use. 
Hospitals, schools, synagogues, welfare institutions of all 
kinds, are the products of people who have learned from 
Abraham to take their hirhurei devarim and use it to say 
hinneni to the call of God. And who, after all, is there who 
is so saintly that he never has an occasion for a bad or 
troubled conscience? On the contrary, any man or woman 
who honestly feels that he or she has no bad conscience at 
all, should have a bad conscience for being so insensitive 
as not to have a bad conscience! Would we rather that a 
man have no conscience at all, that he be a moral idiot? 
Or would we rather that he be like Adam who responds 
with the ve-ehavei that he hide himself, that he deny 
his past, that he evade his responsibility? Certainly the 
transformation of guilt into philanthropy has a respectable 
precedent in the henneni of Abraham.

The State of Israel was built by Western democracies 

reacting to a bad conscience of cosmic dimensions: 
insensitivity to Jewish suffering under Hitler and the 
turning away of the Jewish refugees from the shores of 
Palestine. But finally the democracies learned, in however 
small a measure, to put their bad conscience to good use 
and not to oppose the founding of the State of Israel. Of 
course, the good use that ultimately resulted can in no wise 
equal the enormity of the crime which they witnessed in 
silence; but at least it was better than the kind of reaction of 
which Adam is the stereotype.

The history of Christianity towards the Jew is a historic 
disgrace. Any sensitive human being who happens to be 
Christian ought to go throughout life with a bad conscience 
because of his religion. So that when the Catholic 
Ecumencial Coucil offers a declaration concerning the 
Jews which puts us in somewhat better light than has been 
true in the past, or when Billy Graham and his Evangelists 
announce, as they did this past week, that they apologize to 
the Jews-- this is an attempt, which although only partially 
successful and inadequate, and disregarding for a moment 
some of the subtle implications of which we must be aware, 
is at least an attempt to make good use of a bad conscience.

To some extent, though not completely, even American 
Jewry support of the State of Israel-- whether the UJA, or 
the Yeshivot, or other institutions-- is a form of expression 
of a bad conscience. Many American Jews feel that we were 
safe during World War II while our fellow Jews suffered. 
After 1948 there was a State of Israel ready to receive us, 
yet we have not gone nor have many of us sent our children 
to settle there. If we feel a troubled conscience, that is a 
good and healthy sign, for it ought to be troubled! But we 
have learned how to put that bad conscience to good use-- 
and that is in our unfailing support of the State of Israel and 
its great institutions.

All this brings me to a powerful point: painful not 
because it is controversial, but because it should at all 
be necessary. I refer to the attitude of Jews to certain 
minorities in this country.

I would like to state at the outset that I prefer to 
see the problem in its true perspective without any 
extremis appeal. We Jews, as Jews, are not responsible 
for the condition of Negroes in the United States. Our 
grandfathers were not slaveholders who devised this cruel 
and inhuman system. When the Negroes were being 
emancipated in the 1860s, we too were being emancipated 
in the ghettos of Europe. Indeed, on this very day of 
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October 29th 1833 in Austria, we experienced our very 
first instance of legal political emancipation.

Nevertheless, we have participated in a growing economy 
which has to a large extent thrived on the exploitation of 
minorities, and we have shared deeply held prejudices about 
them. One need not masochistically excuse bigots like 
Leroy Jones and embrace other fanatics of the Black Power 
movement in order to appreciate that all whites suffer, or 
should suffer some degree of a bad conscience.

The question is, what shall we do about it? Not to feel any 
guilt, any troubling of the conscience, is a sign of our own 
moral failure. We must experience some hirhurei devarim. 
Yet to go overboard and dedicate our whole life to civil 
rights, to make of it an ersatz religion to replace Judaism, to 
concentrate only on the right of others, while ignoring the 
preservation of our own community here and overseas-- is 
to lose perspective and to reveal an inner moral weakness 
while we try to strengthen ourselves morally in some other 
direction. But in between these two extremes there are 
two ways, one which is right and one which is wrong. The 
pattern of Adam is to hide and shift the blame--to Black 
Power bigots, ot the hoodlums who riot in Watts, to Negro 
anti-semitism. We conveniently ignore the fact that in 
whole sections of our country there are whites who hold 
power and yet we have tolerated it; that hoodlums come in 
all colors; and that while Negro anti-Semitism is terribly 
troubling, we have had some degree of experience with 
white anti-Semitism--six million killed in our time alone! 
And thus, like Adam, we suppress our bad conscience and 
we become part of that insidious “backlash” movement.

But the pattern of Abraham is not that at all. The people 
of Israel do not participate in backlash or frontlash or 
sidelash. The descendants of Abraham do not lash-- at 
all! Rather, they attempt to respond constructively and 
creatively and sympathetically. Within this framework 
of putting the bad conscience to good use there may be 
several techniques about which well intentioned people 
may disagree. But they will not allow side issues to becloud 
their main goal of finding a clear and moral way out of our 
county’s painful racial dilemma.

Adam’s reaction justifies the cynical definition of 
conscience by H.L. Mencken as “an inner voice that warns 
us that somebody is looking.” Abraham’s response-- that 
of readiness to experience God’s trials and teach the world 
how great must be the dedication of the man of faith-- this 
response cares only for God’s call and answers with the 
hinneni of a creative conscience.

In “Ethics of the Fathers,” before enumerating the 10 trials 
to which Abraham was subject, the Mishnah tells us that 
there were ten generations from Adam to Noah, and 10 again 
from Noah to Abraham, during which time the world became 
successively worse. In other words, it took 20 generations 
for mankind to learn what to do with a bad conscience. In 
our own time, with our accelerated pace of living, we cannot 
afford the luxury of waiting quite that long before learning 
in our lives, as Jews, as Americans, as human beings, the 
difference between Adam and Abraham in what to do with 
a bad conscience. In the words of R. Abraham b. Rambam, 
mah rav ha-hilluk-- what a  difference between them!

Read more at www.yu.edu/about/lamm-heritage.

Should Man Wonder About G-d?
Rabbi Moshe Taragin

Humanity had turned the corner: after two 
thousand years of barbarism and heresy Avraham 
discovered God and launched a revolution 

of religious consciousness. One metropolis, however, 
remained unyielding, stuck in a backward state of religious 
indifference and immoral conduct. Sadly, G-d decided to 
erase these cities from land which serves as the platform 
for religious instruction. Having designated Avraham as the 
custodian of humanity, it was only fitting that he be duly 
informed of these plans, prior to their implementation.

Upon hearing the devastating news, Avraham begins to 
wonder. Could a moral G-d raze an entire city including 

innocents? Shouldn’t local righteous people shield the 
general population from ruin? Avraham challenges Divine 
justice with words which, had they been uttered by any 
other human being, would have been sacrilegious heresy.

Avraham’s response to the Sedom decision is 
diametrically opposed to his response to the akeidah 
challenge. Having waited close to one hundred years for 
Yitzchak, his successor, Avraham was instructed to sacrifice 
his own child. This perplexing mandate doesn’t just 
compromise Avraham’s future, but it also contradicts the 
entire moral system which he stood for. He spent his entire 
lifetime persuading humanity that God wasn’t a grotesque 
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figure who celebrated human suffering and sacrifice. 
This brutal act would subvert his lifetime’s mission- and 
yet Avraham quietly and heroically submits. Why does 
Avraham challenge the death sentence for Sedom, yet he 
surrenders to the akeidah without protest?

Part of the difference is the sweep and impact of 
G-d’s decision. Though it alters religious history, the 
akeidah is primarily a personal event - and the response 
to a Divine mystery which affects personal life should 
be acquiescence. Avraham’s silence upon this mountain 
foreshadows Aharon’s heroic silence in the face of his own 
personal tragedy. His two children were incinerated as they 
celebrated the inauguration the mishkan. Does their sin 
justify the harsh punishment? Shouldn’t they have been 
given a “pass” on this celebratory day? Both Avraham and 
Aharon are stony silent in the face of a Divine mystery 
which tests them in their personal lives.

By contrast, the sentence of Sedom imperils an entire 
population, and a tragedy of this magnitude justifiably 
elicits both Avraham’s response and his rallying to their 
cause. Collective and large-scale suffering warrants human 
questioning in a way that personal tragedy may not. It 
is one thing for Avraham to wonder about perceived 
Divine injustice when millions of lives are at stake. It is 
quite another to actively question G-d about a personal 
command which he may not fully grasp. However, even 
when facing personal challenges, for some, constructive 
probing of G-d’s motives is a healthy part of religious 
life. There are two different, but equally valid, responses 
to Divine decisions which appear to challenge human 
logic or human conventions of morality. Sometimes, 
silent submission feels more pious and more reverent: 
the ability to completely suppress human logic and 
blindly trust a Higher wisdom which lies beyond human 
perception, augments our sense of being a servant of G-d. 
Awed by Divine majesty and cognizant of our own frailty, 
we submit to the eternal and sweeping wisdom which 
we can’t grasp. During Yom Kippur we confess ‘al chet 
she’chatanu lifanecha b’timhon leivav- addressing the sin of 
doubting G-d and aimlessly questioning religion; we seek 
to atone for the sin of excess speculation and purposeless 
wondering about G-d. Absolute surrender often reflects 
passionate and powerful committment.

However, sometimes our relationship with G-d is 
actually strengthened through respectful wondering or 
questioning. Questioning and studying G-d’s decisions 

reflects the fact that our relationship with G-d is precious 
and worth investing in: we don’t question decisions of 
those we care little about. Talmudic study is predicated 
upon assertive questioning of great scholars who we 
respect and whose positions we seek to better understand 
by lodging emphatic questions. Similarly, probing G-d’s 
decisions can sometimes be a ‘labor of love’ and an effort 
to heighten our relationship with Him. Personally I 
remember living through the second intifada a few years 
after I made aliyah. It was so disturbing to me that a process 
which I saw as Divinely driven -d and to which I dedicated 
my life was tainted by such cruel tragedies. I tried to 
process this asymmetry and obviously didn’t emerge with 
solid solutions. However, the process itself deepened my 
faith and reinforced my commitment to living in Israel.

What are the pre-conditions necessary for raising 
questions about Divine decisions?

Firstly, the process must be approached with extreme 
intellectual humility. Prior to challenging this Sedom 
decree, Avraham famously acknowledges that he is dirt 
and dust. Sadly, oftentimes, people challenge Divine 
decisions out of arrogance rather than sincerely probing 
to discover deeper truths. Accepting the limits of human 
wisdom and acknowledging our personal ineptitudes is 
absolutely crucial to “frame” the process of trying to better 
understand G-d. Essentially, we aren’t questioning the 
ways of G-d but rather trying to find a human voice to help 
us process Divine decisions at a personal level. Though we 
are not able to understand G-d’s ways, we can earnestly 
search for a manner to live with decisions which trouble 
our imagination. This process – if conducted earnestly and 
humbly- can help us personalize our relationship with G-d.

Secondly, if we are unsettled by a Divine decision, 
do we question or do we also pray? Avraham doesn’t 
just challenge G-d’s decision, but prays for the rescue 
of the citizens of Sedom. His wondering isn’t driven by 
abstract philosophical questioning, but out of a profound 
concern for the lives of hundreds of thousands of people. 
Additionally, he is genuinely concerned about the 
Divine image in his world. He had labored to project the 
Divine image as merciful and caring, and he worries that 
indiscriminate death to an entire population would cast 
G-d as reckless and random- G-d forbid. His prayers and 
negotiations indicate that he isn’t engaging in detached 
philosophical sophistry but is struggling to protect the 
values and ideas which G-d has entrusted him with. Is our 
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questioning accompanied by sincere prayer? Or do we just 
question in a detached or dispassionate manner?

Finally, we can’t condition our relationship with 
G-d upon the questioning process. For Avraham, the 
outcome of the inquiry will not impact his reverence of, 
or relationship with, G-d. Tellingly, he wakes up the very 
next day, viewing a plume of smoke above Sedom and 
davens in the very same “place” that he had previously 
davened. Though the destruction of Sedom saddens him 
and his prayers weren’t answered, his relationship with G-d 
remains stout and unfailing.

To summarize: often our most devout moments emerge 
when we mute our questions and submit to G-d. Other 

times our probing actually deepens our commitment 
to the relationship. It would appear that there are three 
preconditions for Man to raise a question of G-d: humility, 
prayer and unconditional commitment to the relationship. 
Though this issue lies at the heart of religious identity, it 
is even more relevant during the current Corona crisis in 
which the ways of G-d seem confusing to Man. We are 
living through a dark period surrounded by suffering and 
death. Believers understand that G-d has motives and 
that no event of this magnitude can be random. For some, 
unconditional submission strengthens their faith while, for 
others, pious probing of the situation will reinforce their 
commitment. We pray that our faith never wavers.

For the Love of Rebuke
Rabbi Dr. Dvir Ginsberg

Criticism may not be agreeable, but it is necessary. It 
fulfils the same function as pain in the human body. It 
calls attention to an unhealthy state of things.”

These profound words were spoken by Winston 
Churchill, and they would appear to ring true at first 
glance. However, in practicality, we tend to rush to 
admonish others and be wary of rebuke to ourselves. A 
perceived failure in others elicits a storm of admonition, 
an almost bloodthirsty desire to point out how terrible the 
person truly is. And when it comes time for us to address a 
rebuke from a loved one or spiritual leader, are we willing 
to even listen to it, let alone accept it? Indeed, the notion 
of rebuke is not agreeable. In this week’s Torah portion, an 
episode between Avraham and Avimelech helps shed light 
on the correct attitude we should have regarding rebuke.

The story begins with Avimelech’s initial address to 
Avraham (21:22):

“Now it came to pass at that time, that Abimelech and 
Phicol his general said to Abraham, saying, “God is with you in 
all that you do.”

Many commentaries explain that Avimelech’s impetus 
to meet with Avraham was due to the famous news of the 
birth of Yitzchak to Sarah. Avimelech saw the hand of God 
in this event, and was therefore drawn to Avraham.

He then requests what would appear to be as the 
formation of an alliance (ibid 23-24): “And now, swear to 
me here by God, that you will not lie to me or to my son or to 
my grandson; according to the kindness that I have done with 
you, you shall do with me, and with the land wherein you have 

sojourned. And Abraham said, “I will swear.””
With Avraham’s acceding to Avimelech’s request, 

one would think matters would be settled. Yet Avraham 
responds with a rebuke (ibid 25): “And Abraham 
admonished [vehochiach] Abimelech about the well of water 
that the servants of Abimelech had forcibly seized”

Avimelech responds to this accusation with a clear 
denial of the charges (ibid 26): “And Abimelech said, “I 
do not know who did this thing, neither did you tell me, nor 
did I hear [of it] until today.” The episode continues with a 
covenant between the two, and Avraham re-claiming the 
aforementioned well as his own (Be’er Sheva).

What stands out among these verses is the stinging 
rebuke given by Avraham to Avimelech. The Torah does 
not elaborate much about the specifics. The Sforno, 
though, offers a captivating angle as to what concerned 
Avraham (ibid 25): “He rebuked him, as king, for the violent 
robbery committed without shame in his land, and also for 
keeping wicked men in his household, which is not the way of 
the righteous…”

Thus, the Sforno is presenting this rebuke as an attack 
on the moral compass of Avimelech. Why would Avraham 
do this? What are we to learn from this?

The Sages extract a general concept regarding rebuke from 
Avraham. We find in the Midrash (Bereishit Rabba 54:3) 
a debate concerning the importance of rebuke. According 
to R’ Yossi Bar Chaninah, one cannot have love (ahava) 
without rebuke, while according to Reish Lakish, peace 
(shalom) cannot exist without some instance of admonition. 
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Both point to the episode of Avimelech and Avraham as the 
source for this idea. One must raise a seemingly obvious 
question – is it indeed true that love or peace cannot be 
achieved without rebuke? When dating, should a couple 
engage in rebuke to ensure there is love? Should parties 
looking to make peace admonish each other prior to signing 
the treaty? How does one understand this formula?

Clearly, there is something deeper than an alliance taking 
place between Avraham and Avimelech. At the outset, we 
see Avimelech’s attraction to Avraham based on his belief 
that Avraham shared a unique relationship with God. 
The Rambam, in Hilchot Avoda Zara (1:1-2), describes 
in detail the process Avraham went through concerning 
his “discovery” of God. Avraham developed incredibly 
important ideas concerning God, and began teaching 
others about Him. The basis for this all came through his 
understanding of God as Creator. Avimelech was quite 
aware of the teachings of Avraham, and understood that 
the God Avraham spoke of had a “bond” with him. When 
Avimelech approaches Avraham, Avraham sensed an 
important opportunity to expand on the idea of God to 
Avimelech. We see from the Seforno that Avraham was 
not driven to admonish Avimelech due to a land squabble. 
Rather, Avraham was interested in revealing to Avimelech a 
defect in his personality, to bring to light to him that belief 
in God is not just a belief in a Creator; man must live his 
life in line with His moral system. Avraham admonishes 
Avimelech on two planes. In the first, he points out how 
there is a vacuum present in his moral leadership, where 
thievery is permitted. And on a personal level, he questions 
how Avimelech could tolerate co-existing with people 
whose value system was so corrupt. To believe in the 
true God is a challenge Avimelech was able to overcome; 
however, belief not followed with a proper life reflects a 
serious chasm in the relationship between man and God.

We see from the above how Avraham’s objective in 
rebuke was motivated by a desire to prefect Avimelech. 
The Midrash is then able to extrapolate a universal concept 
concerning rebuke. As noted above, there is a debate as to 
whether love or peace requires admonition. Rather than 
view these two opinions as being mutually exclusive, it 
would appear instead each one is focusing on a perspective 

regarding rebuke. The love the Midrash speaks of is the 
ideal relationship between two people, where each is 
ultimately concerned with the other’s perfection. In such 
a relationship, the motivation for rebuke of the other 
is purely in line with this objective. The Midrash is not 
suggesting that there must be rebuke in order for there to 
be love; rather, the idea is that when the love of truth is the 
guide in any relationship, the desire to rebuke has the same 
character as that of Avraham’s rebuke of Avimelech. The 
other opinion, though, sees the issue of admonition from 
the perspective of the receiver. Quite often, when a person’s 
weakness (whether it be in the area of Jewish Law or as a 
general personality trait) is pointed out, a defensive shield is 
put up. A person naturally does not want to hear that he or 
she is a defective person. Many insecurities emerge, leading 
to a shock to one’s sense of self. The peace referred to in 
this Midrash concerns the security (shalom is commonly 
used in this context) and lack of conflict one has in who he 
truly is. When a person actually sees himself for what he is, 
a human being with defects and foibles, he will accept the 
rebuke with pleasure. Any opportunity to raise one’s level 
of perfection is something only a person who is secure with 
who he is would welcome. When receiving admonition 
whose interest is in perfection, the response should be one 
of warm embrace rather than defensive skepticism.

We see from this that the Torah’s recording of the 
covenant between Avraham and Avimelech contained 
an important revelation into the greatness of Avraham. 
Avraham was solely motivated by the desire to teach others 
about the existence and greatness of God. When dealing 
with others, he always searched for an opportunity to 
sanctify the name of God, removing any personal ambition 
from his approach. As such, the Midrash is able to expand 
on this idea, demonstrating how as long as we are guided 
by a selfless desire for perfection and driven by love of 
God, rebuke can play a critical role in strengthening our 
relationship with God. We must always be careful when we 
choose to admonish our fellow man, where our motivations 
are like those of Avraham. As well, we must be willing to 
accept that all of us are human, and our defects are a part of 
us. The objective of living in line with God’s will must be at 
the forefront, allowing the door for rebuke to be wide open.  
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From Chessed In a Tent to Chessed In a Box
Mrs. Michal Horowitz

In this week’s parsha, Parshas Vayeira, we meet Avraham 
Avinu three days after his bris milah (Rashi to Bereishis 
18:1), when the pain is the most intense.  As the parsha 

opens Avraham is sitting at the entrance to his tent, waiting 
for passersby so that he could welcome them and fulfill the 
mitzvah of hachnasas orchim, welcoming guests. 

 and - .ַוֵּיָרא ֵאָליו ְיהָוה ְבֵאֹלֵני ַמְמֵרא ְוהּוא יֵֹשב ֶפַתח ָהֹאֶהל ְכֹחם ַהּיֹום
Hashem appeared to him in the plains of Mamre, and he was 
sitting at the entrance of his tent in the heat of the day.  Rashi 
teaches: פתח האהל. ִלְראֹות ִאם ֵיש עֹוֵבר ָוָשב ְוַיְכִניֵסם ְבֵביתֹו - he was 
sitting at the entrance to his tent, to see if there were passersby, 
and he would bring them into his home. ַוִּיָשא ֵעיָניו ַוַּיְרא ְוִהֵנה ְשֹלָשה 
 and - ֲאָנִשים ִנָצִבים ָעָליו ַוַּיְרא ַוָּיָרץ ִלְקָראָתם ִמֶפַתח ָהֹאֶהל ַוִּיְשַתחּו ָאְרָצה
he lifted his eyes, and behold, there were three men standing upon 
him, and he saw and he ran to greet them from the entrance of his 
tent and he bowed to the ground (Bereishis 18:1-2).  

After beseeching the men to remain at his tent, and not 
pass from before him, he ordered that some water be brought 
so that they might wash their feet and recline under the tree 
(v.3-4).  He offered the guests some bread so they might 
nourish their hearts and then ran to the tent of Sarah to 
request that she bake cakes.  Furthermore, ְוֶאל ַהָבָקר ָרץ ַאְבָרָהם 
 and to the cattle ַוִּיַקח ֶבן ָבָקר ַרְך ָוטֹוב ַוִּיֵתן ֶאל ַהַנַער ַוְיַמֵהר ַלֲעׂשֹות ֹאתֹו
Avraham ran, took a calf, tender and good, and gave it to the 
youth who hurried to prepare it.  Rashi teaches: .בן בקר רך וטוב 
 there were three bulls, in - ג’ ָפִרים ָהיּו, ְכֵדי ְלַהֲאִכיָלן ג’ ְלשֹונֹות ְבַחְרָדל
order to feed the guests three tongues in mustard sauce (v.5-7).

Here we have the paragon of chessed, the father and 
founder of the Umah Yisraelis, Avraham Avinu, putting 
aside his own pain from his bris milah to care for and tend 
to others.  The Sages teach (Avos 1:2) ַעל ְשֹלָשה ְדָבִרים ָהעֹוָלם 
 upon three - עֹוֵמד: ַעל ַהתֹוָרה, ְוַעל ָהֲעבֹוָדה, ְוַעל ְגִמילּות ֲחָסִדים
things does the world stand: upon Torah, upon divine service, 
and upon acts of loving kindness.  Each of these three pillars 
that hold up our world corresponds to one of the Patriarchs.  
Torah corresponds to Yaakov Avinu, the pure man who 
dwelled in the tents of Torah (Bereishis 25:27 with Rashi); 
Avodah corresponds to Yitzchak Avinu, the olah temimah 
of Akeidas Yitzchak (Bereishis 22); and gemillus chassadim 
corresponds to Avraham Avinu, whose tent was open to all.

It is the pillar of chessed, modeled for us - and taught to 
us - by Avraham Avinu, that has become a hallmark of the 
Jewish nation throughout the millennia.  

R’ Daniel Feldman writes, “Hospitality, or hakhnasat 
orchim, occupies a unique position of honor even within the 
distinguished plane of chesed.  R. Menachem ibn Makhir 
identifies a potential of five separate themes of chesed 
contained within this category:  (I) Providing a resting place 
for those weary with the burdens of travel (II) Providing 
food and drink to those who have been weakened by the 
lack of these resources (III) Saving travelers from the shame 
and embarrassment of having to seek out lodging or of going 
without (IV) The opportunity to perform a magnanimous act 
of kindness to someone whom one may not previously have 
known or have received any benefit from (V) And finally, if 
one emulates the model of Abraham, the potential exists to 
impact upon the visitor spiritually as well as physically.

“Indeed, it is Abraham’s model that is at the center of 
any discussion of this topic, and that provides the basis for 
one of the most significant teachings about hospitality: the 
Talmudic statement that its importance outweighs even 
receiving the Divine presence.  This is derived from the 
behavior of Abraham, who received a Divine visitation 
during his recuperation from his circumcision.  Nonetheless, 
he interrupted that experience to greet the three mysterious 
guests, apparently in need of hospitality, who appeared at 
that time.  This interpretation of events is based on a specific 
reading of the Biblical text (see Bereishis 18:3 with Rashi and 
Onkelos)… if understood in this manner, the astonishing 
nature of Abraham’s behavior is brought to the fore” (Divine 
Footsteps: Chesed and the Jewish Soul, p.121-122). 

Since the ancient Plains of Mamre, and Avraham’s 
welcoming three dusty nomadic travelers into his home, 
his children, Am Yisrael, understand that in our essence, 
we are a people of chessed for those in need (Yevamos 
79a).  And even when we feel pain, as did Avraham post 
milah, we have the courage and fortitude, the empathy and 
love, to put our pain aside to care for others.  

Over the past couple of months, while the COVID 
pandemic still rages, with its far reaching, multi-faceted effects 
(R”L), an initiative was begun in Far Rockaway NY.  It is 
called “Carnival In A Box.”  For families affected by COVID, 
who are either ill and/or in quarantine (a most difficult and 
tense situation, especially for the young children affected), a 
“Carnival In A Box” is dropped at the family doorstep with 
(in the words of one recent recipient) “everything you need 
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for families in quarantine” to set up a home carnival.
Having seen pictures of smiling children running their 

“carnival booths” for family members, after having spent 
days at home, all I could think of was “Mi ki’amcha Yisrael 
goy echad ba’aretz - And who is like Your people Israel, one 
nation in the world” (Divrei Hayamim I 17:21).  Since the 
end of August, over ninety boxes have been distributed to 
families in quarantine, l’zecher nishmas Morah Devorah 

Hecht a’h, a beloved TAG Morah who was recently nifteres. 
Like Avraham Avinu, even from our pain, we look for ways 

to help others and bring simcha to their lives.  A purposeful 
day is a chessed-filled day, and we must always strive to 
emulate Avraham, and find ways to do and care, for others.

May we always be blessed with the kochos, resources, 
abilities and motivation to do so, as we continue the legacy 
of Avraham and the mark of a Jew. 

Healed by Kindness
Rabbi Dr. Mordechai Schiffman

When experiencing intense or chronic pain a 
common and logical response is to decrease 
activity and to focus on the self.  Yet, research 

indicates that people in pain who focus outside themselves 
by, for example, volunteering, reap benefits such as a decrease 
in pain and other depressive and disability symptoms.  The 
same is true when it comes to ageing.  People generally tend 
to focus on the needs of the self and decrease their activity, 
while similar data suggest that volunteering as an older adult 
is associated with improved well-being, lower mortality rates, 
and may even decrease the general functional decline that 
comes with ageing.  In one fascinating study, researchers 
measured how quickly older adults walked and climbed 
stairs both before and after a year’s worth of volunteering and 
found that those that volunteered had improved walking and 
stair climbing speeds by years end.

When portraying the scene of Avraham welcoming 
the angels disguised as unidentified nomads, the Torah 
provides a detailed account of how Avraham interacted 
with them in preparation and execution of the mitzvah of 
hachnassat orchim. In fact, Radak suggests that the primary 
purpose of the entire story is to provide for us a paradigm 
for how to perform acts of kindness.  Even a cursory 
reading of the pesukim leaves the reader in awe of the speed 
Avraham exhibited in performing the mitzvah.  For every 
task, Avraham doesn’t just walk - he runs. The preparations 
are done with zest and vitality.  His actions are even more 
impressive, as the Ramban points out, since he was old, 
weak, and in pain from the recent brit mila, and that he had 
a household full of servants ready to assist.  Yet, Avraham 
teaches us importance of doing the mitzvah with alacrity 
and making sure to do most of the mitzvah on one’s own. 

Delving even deeper into the text, we can glean 
additional lessons.  To perform acts of chesed properly, we 

need a degree of social intelligence.  By being aware of the 
probable mindset of others, we can behave in a way that 
is more effective. Alshich suggests that there are several 
reasons a guest may feel uncomfortable accepting an 
invitation.  Primarily, they don’t want to be an imposition 
on their hosts.  This could manifest in terms of the financial 
burden incurred by hosting, as well as the time and energy 
required by the host to clean the house or to tend to the 
guests needs.  In addition, the guests themselves may be in a 
rush and don’t want to get caught up in a long layover at the 
host’s home.  Avraham uses strategic language in speaking 
to the guests to allay these fears. He tells them that he has 
people who can help so it won’t be such a burden, and that 
they can stay under the tree, so they don’t have to worry 
about intruding inside the house.  He also tells them that 
he will just bring out a little water and a slice of bread so 
that they don’t feel bad, but then brings out entire meal so 
they can be satiated.  Finally, part of the reason he moves so 
quickly, is that in case they were in a rush, he doesn’t want 
to make them feel uncomfortable if they needed to leave.

On a midrashic level, Rabbi Eliezer Ashkenazi points out 
that Chazal write that one of the angels came on a mission to 
heal Avraham.  Yet, it doesn’t explicitly indicate anywhere in 
the pesukim when or how that occurred.  Rabbi Ashkenazi 
suggests that the healing was a blessing that came as a direct 
consequence of the chesed that Avraham performed.  When 
the angels acquiesced to his request to stay, he was healed.  
His pain decreased, and his speed, alacrity and vitality 
increased.  After committing and commencing an act of 
kindness, Avraham—old, weak, and in pain—was healed.

May we all learn from Avraham, the paradigm of chesed, 
and personally commit to passionately perform acts of 
kindness, with nuanced social awareness and sensitivity, 
and by so doing, live a life of health, happiness, and vitality.  


